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John and Janine Schultz John and Janine Schultz spent 37 fruitful years in Irian Jaya. Students who have attended their classes over the years, who are now pastors and church leaders throughout Irian, deeply respect them as spiritual mentors. John's unique sense of humor and amazing remedy in many languages made him a popular
preacher. Janine's quiet, loving support was a wonderful addition to their ministry. Beginning John was born in Harlem, the Netherlands, where he found Christ when he was a high school student, later feeling God's call to a full-time ministry. At the Brussels Bible Institute in Belgium, God sent John to Dutch New Guinea as part of the
Alliance. The Alliance Missionary Committee in the Netherlands did not want to send John because he was alone. This minor problem was resolved when John proposed to Janine, a young girl from the French-speaking part of Belgium. They married shortly after graduation and spent their honeymoon on a Dutch cargo ship with first-class
accommodation, with funds paid for by the Christian and Missionary Alliance (KSM). Janine talks about this romantic interlude: What a path! Janine was born to Christian parents and adopted Christ in her youth. While studying at the Brussels Bible Institute, she lived with an American missionary family on her way to Africa with KSM. It
was her first contact with the Alliance. At the missionary meeting, after a great hesitation and struggle, she told the Lord that she would go anywhere he wanted her to go. So when John asked: Do you want to come with me to New Guinea?, her heart was prepared with a positive answer. In the early years, when the Schulzs arrived in
Obano in the Vistian Lakes in the heart of Irian Jaya, Indonesia, Janine was initially shocked by the primitive, odious tribes of Papua and wondered if she could ever love them. She and John were both outstanding in their loving attitude to the people of Irian, so God gave her the love she needed in abundance. The language of Kapauku
(Ekari) was the first challenge that John and Janine had to conquer. For Janine it was doubly difficult because she was learning English at the same time! John was also soon given responsibility for overseeing the Alliance Elementary School program, which was subsidized by the Dutch Government. He also filled in as a teacher in the
continuation of the school in Tigi, classes 4 through 6. At the same time, he worked in the Lake Tigi area. Lt was a sink or swim situation and, by the grace of God and the support of his wonderful wife, John is not drowning! In the last year of their first term, John and Janine returned to Enarotali to teach at the Kapauku Bible School. After
furlow they taught at the same Bible school, which now in Kebo, where they worked for several years with Walter and Viola Post, the first missionary missionaries Interior by Irian Jaya. As no medical work was carried out in Kebo at the time, they began to provide medication, learning to inject and treat injuries. Although they had no formal
training, they studied, often consulting with a shortwave radio mission doctor. Most of the people who came were helped and no one died! The years in Kebo were the best of their lives, although they were forced to evacuate twice due to political unrest in the area. A few years after a long furore due to the severe medical problem of one of
their children, they returned to Irian Jaya and at the request of the church they founded the Theological School in Nabir. The Lord obviously gave his approval to this new project, as he provided money for the development of the campus and staff for training. The Walter Post Theological School is now fully under Indonesian leadership.
John and Janine can look back over the years of blessings in this second phase of their ministry. Their three eldest children, Ruthie, John Paul and Mitch, were born during their first term, with Vivian joining the family after their first furlough. All of their children follow the Lord and serve Him in different ways. Ruthie and husband Tim Hall, a
so-called missionary child (MK) from Cambodia, are pastors of the KSM church in southern Georgia. John Paul (J.P.) and wife Judy (Harvey), MK from Africa, are home to a upbringing at Dalat School in Malaysia. Mitch and his wife, Elaine, served under the leadership of the KSM in England and now run the Ministry of Pastoral and
Missionary Support. The Schulzs are the proud grandparents of twelve special grandchildren. In addition to their selfless service to their students and the national church, John and Janine's home is always open to other missionaries traveling through Nabir. Their servant hearts have been a blessing and a challenge to all, and their warm
hospitality will be sorely missed. They will leave most of themselves, which has been invested in many lives in their accepted land of Irian Jaya. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates I received Bible Life Studies as a gift from Evelyn, my wonderful wife. I always wanted one and was very happy to get it. The publisher says it was
designed to help answer the question: What does the Word of God mean for my life today? Who wouldn't want to know the answer to that question? To help you in this quest this Bible study features: Over 10,000 in text notes app to help you apply biblical principles in your life Over 100 personality profiles of Book Introduction, outlines,
diagrams, maps and diagrams of the Christian worker's intertested supplement period to enhance the effectiveness of your Ministry of Harmony of the Gospels there are many other features in this Bible study as well. I like it, and I'm watching to use the Word of God more effectively in my life. Lessons in Bible Study - Bible Study Review Application Life Many commentary sets exist, but not many of them should belong to everyone. Tyndale's Life Application Bible Comment is one of those few. It is a unique combination of poetic commentary along with an exciting sermon and lesson apps and quotes from great people in the history of the Church. This is one of those rare
comments that hits the sweet spot to explain Scripture without getting too deep. It definitely doesn't forget to apply it to the here and now. This great New Testament commentary set is available for the app and we want to show you what you get when you add it to your library. What You Get Life Application Biblical Comment provides
verse after verse explanation, background, and application for every verse in the New Testament. He also gives personal help, educational notes and sermon ideas to apply God's Word. Each volume contains an introduction and comments. The beautiful thing about using the life app Is the Biblical Comment app the app uses with
resource guides. Instead of hunting for the right place in the comments, it will always be in the right place when you need it. Introduction Introduction includes book review, historical context of the book, chronology, cultural background, main themes, review of the map, and an explanation about the author and the audience. The information
you find in this section makes it one stop resource to get a background on any New Testament Bible book. You will only need to rotate elsewhere if you want to go much deeper in your studies. With a resource guide all you just need to go to the Introduction section and find a comment and all the introductory materials are right there for
you to read. The Comment Comment section includes a running commentary on the Bible text with a link to several modern translations, accompanied by life applications interspersed throughout. You'll find diagrams, diagrams, maps, and illustrations in the text of the comment. The comment goes verse after verse through each Book of
the Bible, making it easy to follow. It also includes the text of each passage, as well as a quote from the translation it comes from. There are also insightful quotes from church leaders and theologians such as John Calvin, Martin Luther, John Wesley, A. W. Tozer, and C.S. Lewis. These features combine to help you quickly understand
biblical information and communicate it to others. Maps and diagrams are interspersed throughout the introduction and comments are several diagrams and maps that will further help you understand the biblical landscape. Maps make it easy to see where different biblical events occurred, while the charts will help you visualize some of
the data comment in an easy-to-understand format. Comment for All Life Application Biblical Comment is really a Biblical comment for everyone. It is a great resource for non-specialist looking to understand the Bible and how to apply it in their lives. For the pastor it will help you get a fresh look at the passage, giving you sufficient
application for your congregation. It achieves a fine balance of being readable and practical without jeopardizing the depth of content. Add the Life Bible Comment app to your library today. Tyndale.com In addition to providing many application notes, Life Application Bible Study offers several kinds of explanatory notes that will help you
understand culture, history, context, hard to understand passages, background, places, theological concepts, and the relationships of various passages from Scripture to other passages. A carefully organized cross-reference system in the fields of biblical text will help you quickly find relevant passages, including parallel passages and text
quoted from another passage. Charts and diagrams help readers visualize different concepts and attitudes and their meaning in the book, throughout the Bible and in our lives. The Bible of the Study of the Application of Life has numerous maps, building a thorough and comprehensive bible atlas right into the pages of this bible. These
include maps introducing books that tell the story of places in the Bible book, and sketch maps in notes that plot geographical movements in the Bible.Book introductions give quick visual cues to what each book is about including vital statistics, timelines, and easy to understand sketches of major events, stories and themes throughout the
event. It also includes a short app-oriented resume to help you understand why this book is important today. Another unique feature of this Bible are the profiles of many biblical people. Each profile includes strengths and weaknesses, greatest achievements and mistakes, and key lessons from your life. Profiles are in the books of the
Bible, where the history of man takes place. Occurs. life application bible commentary john pdf
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